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President’s Message
Dear HAS Members,
Thank you to all the members that have showed up to our monthly meetings. It is so
much fun seeing everybody and visiting. I know some of you still are working and
cannot make Monday meetings, but the meetings are recorded and put on the HAS
website. Remember to put some of your paintings on our Facebook Group page so
we can see what you have been doing.
Our Fall Art Show is November 12, 2022, and the deadline for early registration,
which saves you money, is November 7, 2022. Get those entries in for the Fall Open
Show!
I really can’t say enough about Sally Hoyt and Linda Breedveld and all the work they
do arranging for the artists for HAS meetings and workshops. Sally is such an asset
in setting up, introducing the guest artist, and running the equipment at the monthly
meetings! Thank you, Sally and Linda, for your continued hard work!
I want to congratulate Pat Waughtal who
won 1st Place in Watermedia at the New
Braunfels Art League ARToberfest Show
for her watercolor, “A Half Dozen”. Way to
go Pat!!
Hope to see most of you at the next meeting
in November. Until then, stay safe and be
like Pat, keep painting.
Marcie O’Neall, HAS President

HAS NEWS
HAS FALL OPEN SHOW is
November 12, 2022, Fran Ellisor will
judge.
The deadline for early
registration is November 7, 2022,
otherwise you can bring in your
painting the day of the show and fill out
your forms then. There will be a
slightly higher fee to register the day of
the show. This will be an in-person
event at the Memorial Church of
Christ, 900 Echo Lane, Houston, TX
77024 in the Family Center Gym. It
is always exciting to see so many
wonderful works of art on display!

As a reminder here are the
Guidelines for the Houston Art
Societies, Lone Star Art Guild
sanctioned open show.
Artwork by New HAS Member, Pooja Taneja

Houston Art Society
2022 / 2023 Program
Demos are from 10:00 A.M.to 12:30
P.M. and Workshops are from 9:00A.M.
to 3:00 P.M. Demos and Workshops are
held at the Memorial Church of Christ,
900 Echo Lane, Houston, TX 77024 in
the Family Center unless otherwise
noted.
Cailea Chalton, “The Sun Bird”

Date

Demo/Workshop

Artist

Medium/Subject

November 12, 2022

FALL ART SHOW - Fran Ellisor will Judge

November 21, 2022
General Meeting
December 19, 2022
General Meeting
January 23, 2023
General Meeting
January 30, 2023

Demo Only

Lynn Chatman

Acrylics

Demo Only

John Rodak

Pointillism in Ink

Demo

Robin Avery

Gouache over
Gesso/Acrylic

February 13, 2023
General Meeting
February 27, 2023

Demo

Cindy Rae Fancher

Mixed Media Tangling

March 20, 2023
General Meeting
March 27, 2024

Demo

Sarah Johnston

Introductory Acrylics

April 17, 2023
General Meeting
April 22, 2023

Demo

Mohammad Ali Bhatti

Florals in Watercolor

April 24, 2023

Workshop

Mohammad Ali Bhatti

Florals in Watercolor

May 15, 2023
General Meeting
May 22, 2023

Demo

Susan Giannantonio

Watercolor

Workshop

Workshop

Workshop

SPRING ART SHOW – Ron Gordon will Tentatively Judge

Workshop

Lynn Chatman Artist for
November 21, 2022:
Houston Art Society is proud to present Lynn Chatman, as its November
2022, Demo Artist. Ms. Chatman will be demonstrating in Acrylics. There
will be no workshop in November.
“I grew up in Houston, Texas, and never left the state until I was an adult.
After my two youngest children were born, my husband and I led a gypsytype life, moving every year or two following his work, and sometimes just
for the adventure of it – both overseas and in the States. Even when the kids were little and wherever we lived,
I have always painted or engaged in some type of creative activity. My formal art training consists of numerous
classes at community colleges in Texas, Oregon, and Washington state. I have also studied with some wonderful
artists, including Virginia Campbell (my first teacher), Jack Hines, Jessica Zemsky, Butch Krieger, Susan Ogilvie,
Bob Burridge, and others. All of them continue to inspire me in many ways. I taught art workshops to adult
beginners through Leisure Learning Unlimited in Houston, Texas for many years. Helping others to grow and
find inspiration in themselves through art continues to be one of my greatest pleasures.”

Artist Statement:
“Much of my work explores and pushes the boundaries of abstract experimentation. I
focus on ways to express the different “seasons” in the circle of life through the use of
symbolism, texture and color; thus, the symbolism I find in candles, dragonflies, ravens,
rust, etc. Art is a journey and the road I travel will always be reflected in my work
For many years I painted in oils, pastels, and gouache. I still occasionally paint in oil, but
I have been enamored with acrylics for many years now. The versatility of acrylics
inspires me to explore its many techniques and avenues of expression. I'm always
thinking about my next project.”

John Rodak Artist for December 19, 2022:
Houston Art Society is proud to present John Rodak, as its December 2022,
Demo Artist. Mr. Rodak will be demonstrating in Pen and Ink. There will be no
workshop in December 2022.
John A. Rodak is an instructor, illustrator and graphic designer specializing in
visual and creative communications. His unique illustrations of structures and
sights are visually captured in dots (better known as pointillism).
He is an expatriated Ohioan, born in Elyria and educated at the University of
Cincinnati. His career as an educator began in 1972 with the Cincinnati Public
Schools, and continues today in his private art classes and artistic endeavors. His
first major exhibit, 'HARVEST: Twilight of the Barn in Ohio’ was a series of
original illustrations that depicted the condition of Ohio barns and toured that state from 2002 through 2004.
Recent shows have been in Brenham (Back Loft Gallery), Chappell Hill (Historic Museum) and San Antonio
(Wayland Baptist University).
He and his wife, Lan Hsi Wen, live in Houston amidst an
array of books, reference photos, drawing tools, table tennis
paddles and guitars. Mr. Rodak has even been known to pick
up a guitar and pen an original song or two.
I am always amazed as to what comes out of my pen and
onto the paper each time I sit down to draw. The pointillist
style I use is an excellent technique in which to capture the
blacks, whites, and gray shadings in-between. The subject
matter I select serves two goals: first, the image / idea has to challenge how I use my drawing style for that project.
There are details, shadings, contrasts, reflections, etc., that need to be considered as the work progresses.
Second, and even more important, is that image / idea has to challenge the viewer. I most often use statuary and
structures as my focus. These represent a dignity in their existence, a resilience to the passing of time, and their
importance to the people and communities they are found in even though they may have sadly fallen into neglect,
especially in this modern day of immediate satisfaction.
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Learn the Basics of Perspective to Create
Drawings That Pop Off the Page
By Sara Barnes

Two-point perspective drawing of a mall from Zoltan Major / Shutterstock

Drawing is full of fundamental techniques that will improve how you create art. And if you like to draw
realistically, understanding these methods is vital. Perspective is one of these approaches that will
help you become a better draftsperson—especially when it comes to architecture.

What is perspective drawing in art?
Perspective drawing gives objects on a 2D surface a sense of three-dimensionality. There are two
types of perspective: linear perspective and atmospheric perspective.

Basics of Linear Perspective
When we talk about one, two, or even three-point perspective, we’re talking about linear
perspective. It's a method of representing space in which the scale of an object diminishes as the
distance from the viewer increases. Essentially, objects that are farther away from us appear smaller
than those that are near. The position at which they meet at a horizon line (the intersection of where
the ground meets the sky) is called the vanishing point.
Linear perspective might seem rudimentary but it wasn’t until the Renaissance that it had a name. In
1413, Italian architect Flippo Brunelleschi began developing linear perspective and the method that
many artists use today. He started by painting the outlines of Florentine buildings in a mirror and saw
that when the structure’s outline was continued, the lines ended on the horizon line.
Brunelleschi’s discovery was a major influence on artists at the time. Many years later, his friend
Leon Battista Alberti penned De Pictura, the first treatise on linear perspective that explained how
to correctly show distance in a painting using mathematic principles first proven by Euclid in ancient
Greece.
O NE -PO I NT PERSPE CT IVE

One of the best illustrations of single-point perspective is to imagine that you’re looking at a straight
road. All of the elements of the composition—particularly the road itself—will converge at a single
point on the horizon line.

Photo: Francisco Delgado

Single-point perspective can be at any point along the horizon line; the only stipulation is that all
lines lead to the solitary point. Although elementary, it is evident in iconic works of art.

Perspectival study for “The Adoration of the Magi,” c. 1481

Leonardo da Vinci best exemplifies this in his perspectival study for The Adoration of the
Magi around 1481. This incredible sketch demonstrates the great lengths that da Vinci went through
to determine the focal point of the piece. Notice how the lines, from the steps to the arches, all
converge at the same spot on the horizon line.
T WO -PO INT PE RSPE CT IVE

Cube in two-point perspective from kavalenkava / Shutterstock.com

Just as one-point perspective focuses on one vanishing point, two-point perspective ushers in a
second one. Typically, these two points are at the opposite sides of the composition, such as one on
the far left and another on the far right.

T HREE -POI NT PERS PE CT IVE

Image: Circle Line Art School

Three-point perspective, also called multi-point, is a type of perspective that has more than two
vanishing points. This is common, especially as the complexity of the subject matter grows. A
standard setup features two vanishing points on the far left and far right of the composition and then
the third point below them. In doing this, you get a bird’s eye view to the subject. If you were to
place the third point above the two vanishing points, it would create an extreme view looking
upwards.

The Visual Tools You Need to Create
Atmospheric Perspective

Kathleen Hudson, "Sky Study, Moraine Valley," oil on linen panel, 8 x 8 in., Plein air

By Kathleen Hudson
(featured in the PaintTube.TV workshop Creating Dramatic Atmosphere in
Landscapes)
The more you know about how atmosphere affects your view of a landscape, the more you’ll be able to see those
effects when you’re looking at a landscape (even when they’re subtle), and then give your painting depth by
painting them with intention. Atmospheric perspective in painting refers to the increasing effect of the dominant
atmosphere in a scene upon objects as they recede into the distance.
Artists can create a sense of atmospheric perspective in a landscape using several visual tools: value, color chroma
and temperature, edges, and texture. The first and most significant is value. As objects recede, more atmospheric
haze lies between the viewer and the subject, and so shadows look noticeably lighter. Light patterns look different,
too — they’re lower in contrast and sometimes lighter depending on the atmospheric conditions and light source.
Value is the most significant part of creating atmosphere in a landscape because even a sketch or grayscale
painting can read as heavily atmospheric if the value shifts make distant objects recede.

Kathleen Hudson, "Early Morning at Cumberland Falls," 2014, oil on linen panel, 14 x 11 in., Private collection, Plein air

The second thing that shifts with atmospheric perspective is color: its chroma and temperature. In some
conditions, atmospheric haze makes the temperature of the landscape cooler, or bluer, as it recedes. In a forested,
lower-pollution area on a clear or slightly hazy day, you’ll see receding mountains take on a lighter, bright blue
cast the further away they are. This is because trees and other vegetation emit volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
along with oxygen as they breathe, and VOCs create a vapor that scatters blue light from the sky.
But the receding landscape isn’t always a cool, blue temperature. That depends on the time of day and the position
of the light source. During a sunset or sunrise, fog and vapor reflect the light of the sky the same way — which
means they’ll take on more of whatever the dominant sky color happens to be at a given moment.

Kathleen Hudson, "Cove Wreathed in Fog," oil on linen panel, 16 x 12 in., Plein air

Under more polluted conditions that are nearer to cities, the parts of the landscape that are further away are often
lower in chroma (grayer) than the foreground, where you’ll see brighter color along with more contrast. This is
because pollution particles absorb light rather than reflecting it like VOCs do. The lower chroma rule of thumb
can also be true of dense fog and overcast conditions — when light is blocked, local color is clearer in the
foreground, but gets obscured more with distance.
The final ways of giving your painting greater atmospheric depth is to consider your edges and texture. Edges
get softer as they become more obscured by haze in the distance. You can play this up in your work — soften the
horizon, for instance, even if you see a harsher line when you look at it. (I even do this in seascapes where I see
a clear line on the horizon because a softer edge makes the horizon recede.) You can soften the edges of trees and
other landscape features and flatten their shapes as they retreat into the distance.

Texture, too, is a useful means of creating depth. More texture in the foreground will bring it closer to the viewer;
it’s also a great way to create interest in a foreground without shifting the values so much that they detract from
the focal area. Just as edges grow softer with distance, a smoother or thinner texture for distant objects increases
the depth of a landscape.
If you master these visual tools, you’ll be able to give your paintings a powerful sense of atmospheric depth. But
remember that a specific landscape’s atmosphere can’t be boiled down to rules — so observe the value and color
shifts closely when you sketch and paint from life. Color temperature and chroma shifts are especially dependent
on light, weather conditions, and the time of day. These will change from place to place and season to season.
Note that these subtle shifts are exactly what a camera struggles most to capture, so this is where your knowledge
and observation will especially come to your aid in the studio. The habits of observing, taking notes, and painting
on location will help you recall the unique character of a landscape’s atmosphere.
And better yet, practicing these things often will move you to become a true student of the landscape: as you
refine your powers of observation, you’ll grow in your sense of wonder — and your paintings will certainly tell
that story.

Kelly Kane's Pick of the Week: Goolwa Beach Sailing Club" by Mike Barr
"To me, the atmosphere of the beach is the all-important focus. Let the photographer document the detail; I’ll
capture the essence of the place by enhancing what’s already there. The plein air impressionist’s job is a wonderful
one, and it doesn’t mean copying the scene, it means capturing the day."
Mike Barr, "Creating the Illusion of Distance, Light, and Atmosphere in Beachscapes"
(June-July 2018 Plein Air Magazine)

Mike Barr, "Goolwa Beach Sailing Club," 2017, oil, 36 x 60 in., Private collection, Studio

